
questionnaire about the online summer camp activities provided by Foshan
Beijing Foreign Studies University(BFSU) is an well-known university dedicated to
foreign language teaching and Chinese teaching as a foreign language in China. In
Foshan BFSU has a graduate school named Foshan School of Graduate. Recently the
graduate school would like to organize a free online summer camp aimed at
participants in German-speaking countries and try to find out what the citizens or
schools in Germany think about this camp. The participants who finish the summer
camp courses can get a certificate from Foshan School of Graduate.

This camp will last for 6 days and provide on-line Chinese language and culture
themed lectures in both German and Chinese. The lecturers are graduates of BFSU
whose majors are Chinese language and Germanistik. The planned themes of lectures
are as follows:
Day 1 Introduction: Beauty of Chinese language

Day 2 Chinese language: What's your name?
Chinese culture: Introduction of Lingnan culture (regional culture near Kanton)

Day 3 Chinese language: Order the dish
Chinese culture: Introduction of Canton-style breakfast (ding sum)



Day 4 Chinese language: Describe the house you live
Chinese culture: Introduction of Lingnan Garden

Day 5 Chinese language: Where are you going for holiday?
Chinese culture: Introduction of Chinese Kung fu

Day 6 Discussion: China in the eyes of German
Closing Ceremony



Questions:
1. The name of the institution/school you work for is __________

2. Please give a score to the attractiveness of this online-summer camp (the higher the
score is , the better; the score scale is from 0 to 100)

3.Can the institution/school you work for help with the preparation for the summer
camp? (e.g inform the potential participants of the schedule and collect the name lists
of those sign up for the activities)?

4. The number of participants who you think will sign up for the summer camp is
(you can pick more than one choice)
A. 1-10
B. 10-20
C. 20-30
D. Over 30

5. The potential participants are mainly aged (you can pick more than one choice)
A. Below 10
B. Between 10 and 20
C. Between 20 and 30
D. Over 30

6. Have the potential participants ever learned Chinese before? If they have, how are
their Chinese? (you can pick more than one choice)
A. Never
B. Have learned the course of HSK1-2
C. Have learned the course of HSK 3-4
D. Have learned the course of HSK 5-6
HSK: The full name of HSK is Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi, translated as the Chinese
Proficiency Test. HSK is the standardized test of Standard Chinese language
proficiency of China for non-native speakers such as foreign students and overseas
Chinese.

7. In your opinion, when is the most suitable time period for the summer camp? (You
can pick more than one choice)
A. Late June
B. Early July
C. Late July
D. Early August
E. Others:____________

8. In your opinion, when is the most suitable time for each day's lecture? (You can



pick more than one choice)
A. 9 am to 11 am(Local time in Germany)
B. 10am to 12 am(Local time in Germany)
C. 11am to 1pm(Local time in Germany)
D. Others:____________

9. Do you have any other suggestions for our summer camp?

Thank you for your time!


